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A BSTRACT

RESUMEN

Value-at-Risk (VaR) has become one of the
most used techniques in financial risk
management. The purpose of this paper is
to address how well the technique holds in
an illiquid stock environment, such as the
one in the Colombian stock market. Our objective is to measure the efficiency of Valueat-Risk in terms of the coefficient of
variation, which has been long used by practitioners, and treated frequently in the literature, as a measure of relative risk which is
relatively easy to implement. Indeed, by
using a simple regression analysis, we show
how well VaR (specifically historical VaR)
holds as a dependent variable, in terms of
the coefficient of variation as our independent variable. The results fail to provide
conclusive evidence that by CV standards,
the historical VaR holds, on the average, as
a reliable methodology for measuring risk
at high confidence levels in the Colombian
stock market. These results open another
line of inquiry, if whether indeed the Colombian Stock Market behaves in a parametric or a non-parametric way, which
could also put into question the effectiveness of the CV as a relative risk measure, a
significant question that is a matter for further
research that could lead to a whole different
set of conclusions.

¿Es el VaR una herramienta confiable
para medir el riesgo en el mercado
de valores colombiano? Un análisis
empírico mediante la utilización
del coeficiente de variación

Key Words: Risk, Finance, Risk management, Quantitative Risk Analysis, stock
market, Value at Risk

El valor en riesgo se ha convertido en una de
las técnicas más utilizadas en el manejo de
riesgos financieros. El propósito de este artículo es mostrar cómo se comporta esta técnica en un entorno bursátil ilíquido, como el de
la Bolsa de Valores de Colombia. Nuestro
objetivo es medir la efectividad de esta técnica en términos del coeficiente de variación,
la cual ha sido ampliamente usada por los expertos y mencionada con mucha frecuencia
en la literatura, como una medición de riesgo
relativo relativamente fácil de implementar.
De hecho, mediante un análisis de regresión
simple, se muestra que el valor en riesgo (especialmente el valor histórico) se comporta
como una variable dependiente en relación
con el coeficiente de variación, nuestra variable independiente. Los resultados no ofrecen evidencia contundente de que, según los
estándares CV, el VaR histórico sea, en promedio, una metodología confiable para medir el riesgo con altos niveles de confiabilidad
en el mercado de valores de Colombia. Los
estudios abren otra línea de investigación
sobre el interrogante de si dicho mercado se
comporta de manera paramétrica o no paramétrica, hecho que también pondría en duda
la efectividad del coeficiente de variación
como técnica de medición del riesgo relativo. Esta pregunta amerita mayor investigación, la cual podría conducir a conclusiones
totalmente diferentes.
Palabras clave: riesgo, finanzas, manejo del
riesgo, análisis cuantitativo del riesgo, mercado de acciones, Valor en Riesgo.
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Introduction
The concept of variance (commonly defined as standard deviation) as a measure
of financial risk has been extensively
treated in the financial literature. Most of
the academic work surrounding variance
as a potential risk measure is focused on
Markowitz’s portfolio theory (Markowitz,
1952). Although no formal framework or
general economic solution has been given
to variance as a risk proxy in terms of economic utility, the intuitiveness behind variance as a basic statistical concept makes
it easy to use (Brief and Owen, 1969). Indeed, most of the theoretical work about
this subject is concerned with seeking rules
in the context of “probability beliefs” for
the “rational investor”, rather than seeking
a solution for one size fits all (Markowitz,
1991). The basic premise of this “set of
rules” is that most investors tend to be risk
adverse (defined in statistical variance1
terms), and will be just barely willing to accept more variance (or higher risk), if and
only if this risk is compensated for in terms
of a higher expected return (defined in terms
of the historical statistical mean2 ). Under this
basic premise, we define the coefficient of
variation and VaR (specifically historical
VaR) as standard measures of risk.

Definitions
The coefficient of variation is defined
mathematically as:
1

2

For the mathematical formula of variance (defined as standard deviation), see Appendix 1.
For the mathematical expression of expected
return (defined as historical mean), see Appendix 1.

σ
CV = a
υ
a

(1),

where σ a is defined as the standard
deviation of X observations of the stock
or asset a, and υ a is defined as the
expected return of X observations of the
stock or asset a. This definition is often
used as a measure of relative risk, and
should be used for comparison purposes
among different investment choices.
However, it is important to recall that this
is a measure that always has to be
compared relative to another investment;
otherwise it is completely useless. For
illustration purposes, let’s use the following
data for Stocks A and B:
Variables
Risk (standard deviation)
Expected Return (mean)
Coefficient of variation

Stock
A
10%
10%
1

Stock
B
20%
10%
2

As we can see, there is not much use in
knowing that the CV for stock A is 1, but
when compared to the CV for stock B of 2,
we can infer that this stock is twice as risky
as stock A. The measure is straightforward
in the sense that the higher the CV of one
stock or asset as compared to another, the
riskier that stock is in terms of variance
(measured by the standard deviation). In
other words, the CV can measure the dispersion of two different data series from
their respective expected returns, and therefore their relative risk.
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Although the CV is commonly used in investment analysis, there has been a debate
concerning the instances in which it should
be applied to investments. When used in the
estimation of risk premiums among a certain number of data series, it has been found
that when a certain degree of autocorrelation
exits among the variables combined in a
portfolio, the high variance variables tend
to be underestimated, due to the covariance
effect in the portfolio as a whole (Scheel,
1978). Furthermore, when measuring the
CV of stand-alone investments, such as
stocks, we have to assume that the expected
return is the ratio of two random variables3
(Brief and Owen, 1969). Besides the randomness prerequisite, also the data series
of the stock should be parametric (normally
distributed); in the case of nonparametric
data (not normally distributed), the appropriateness of the CV as a relative risk measure can be put into question (Dewitt and
Roberts, 1970). However, there is strong theoretical and empirical evidence that supports
the fact that stocks tend to distribute normally and behave in a random manner. As
the theoretical basis, (Samuelson, 1965)
provided a mathematical proof via stochastic processes as to why it is impossible to
predict future stock prices based on histori-

3

Usually in the comparison of stand-alone investments, the expected return (and therefore standard deviation) is done on a one-period basis, since
the prices (historical) are known and not random.
The problem arises for the future expectations in
a multi-period basis, since the incorporation of
future (unknown) observations makes it impossible to compute the actual mean and variance for
that future, and consequently the true actual return; this is why it is called “expected return”,
since the chance of being equal to the actual return is random.
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cal data, and as to why they will behave
randomly under a specified set of assumptions. This notion is further reinforced by
an empirical study conducted by Eugene
Fama; this study, which comprised 30 highly
traded stocks form the NYSE, showed evidence that stocks tend to behave as a random walk and as independent events (Fama,
1965). This notion of independence is pivotal in proving that stocks are indeed normally distributed. Therefore, we can
conclude that the CV can be a good measure of relative risk, when applied to stocks.
In the early 1980s, Value-at-Risk (VaR)
was implemented by major US banks as a
methodology for measuring market risk
in absolute (monetary) terms. The use of
this methodology was further reinforced
by the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, due to the negative impact of the
major international financial crisis of the
1990s to the world’s major financial institutions (Jorion, 2002). VaR is a very simple
measure, easy to understand, and can be
defined as the predicted worst-case loss at a
specific confidence level (e.g. 95%) over a
certain period of time (e.g., 1 day).4 In other
words, VaR measures risk in terms of the
worst-case past occurrences to the left of a
normal distribution tail, given a specified
probability range. This is done with the purpose of finding the observation that represents the exact percentage loss for that
specific probability range. Although there are
many methodologies for VaR calculation, in
the specific case of the Colombian stock
market, we will use the most common and

4

Riskmetrics Group. (1999).
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easy to implement, which is historical VaR.5
For the purpose of measuring the Historical
VaR of a single asset (each of the selected
Colombian stocks), we have to do the
following calculations:
• Obtain a historical price dataset for the
asset in question.
•

Calculate the historical returns of each
observation, using the following formula:

% Historical Re turn =

P1 − P0
P0

Where P0 = next day ' s price
P1 = previous day ' s price
•

Then the resulting series of historical
returns should be arranged in ascending
numerical order (e.g. –0.02%,-0.01%,
1%, etc.)

•

To determine which point in the series
will give us the exact VaR at a specific
confidence level, we use the following
formula:
Specific point in the historical series =
nX X n
Where nX=(1-α)
α = the given confidence level (e.g.
95%)
nX = the percentile outside the given
confidence level (e.g. 5%)
n = total number of historical
observations

•

As we can see, historical VaR has an intuitive
appeal on the grounds that it provides a range
of possible losses on ongoing investments.
Therefore, it gives the investor an easy-tounderstand criterion for investment selection
on the grounds of risk aversion (expressed
in absolute monetary terms). It also provides
a criterion that solves some of the paradoxes6
involved in investment selection based solely
on the grounds of expected return and risk
as is intended in portfolio theory. On the other
hand, it gives risk managers a day-to-day tool
to determine the tendency of risky investments, and to what extent this can have a
monetary impact on the investment portfolio
as a whole.
Nevertheless, we believe that historical VaR
has some validity as an effective risk measure, due to the fact that it relies on the
historically observed, worst-case past scenarios. We want to test the reliability of the
measure, when compared to another risk
measure with equal intuitive and even better
theoretical appeal, such as the CV. Since
both the CV and the historical VaR tend to
denote higher amounts of risk, the higher

6
5

As is implemented by RiskmetricsTM.

Finally, multiply the % value that
corresponds to the specific point in the
series by the monetary value invested
in the asset, and that gives us our VaR
for that specific confidence level (It is
always important to keep in mind that
VaR has to be expressed as a monetary
loss; e.g., Col$ -37.000).

For a better understanding of this issue, please
refer to Baumol (1963).
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the result is, then our question is straightforward: Is Historical VaR an efficient tool for
risk measure in the Colombian stock market?
In order to answer this question and test
the efficiency of the historical VaR in the
Colombian stock market, we will run a
simple regression, where the CV of a series
of Colombian stocks will act as the independent variable and the historical VaR of
those stocks as our dependent variable. If
indeed historical VaR is a good measure of
risk (because a higher CV should denote a
higher historical VaR based on the reasons
stated before), then we will reject our null
hypothesis that there is no relation at all between the two risk measures, by using the
p-value as a measure for determining the
significance of the regression.

observations on average, this being the range
of observations between 310 and 113 on a
weekly basis, and 66 monthly observations
on average, this being the range of observations between 72 and 26.9 In order to test
our hypothesis, we chose the three different
holding periods10 in order to compute both
the CV an the historical VaR. The frequency
of the holding periods for each stock was
daily, weekly and monthly.11 Since the historical VaR has to be given in absolute terms,
we chose a preset amount of Col$
1,000,000 per stock, thus giving a standard
measure of historical VaR per million investment in each stock.12 Table 1 summarizes
the results we found for each stock on a
daily, weekly and monthly basis. For the
historical VaR calculation, we chose the 95%
and 99% confidence levels, respectively.13

1. The Dataset
The dataset is comprised of 30 Colombian
stocks and their daily average trading price
from the year 1998 to 2003. Due to the small
size of the Colombian Stock market, just
half of these stocks are actually traded on a
daily basis,7 therefore making the Colombian stock market an illiquid stock environment in liquidity terms. On the average, we
have 1354 daily observations8 per stock, this
being the range of observations between
1454 and 536 on a daily basis, 288 weekly

9

10

11

12
7

8

For further information concerning how the
stocks are ranked in terms of trading and other
methodological issues on the reliability of the
available public data, please go to the following
website http://www.supervalores.gov.co/
In Colombia we use the weighted average daily
price methodology. This methodology disguises
the effect of dividends on the price of the stock.
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13

In the specific cases of Colombiana de Inversiones
S.A. and Valores Simesa S.A., the stocks were initially registered on October 10, 2001 and June 16,
2001 respectively.
A holding period for our purposes is defined as the
investment horizon for buying and selling each
stock (i.e., if I buy today and sell tomorrow, my
holding period was daily; if I buy today and sell at
the end of the week my holding period was weekly,
etc.)
These are the most commonly used holding
periods for computing VaR; for further discussion,
please see Riskmetrics-Technical Document.
For simplicity purposes, we assume that there are
no transaction costs involved, due to the fact that
these costs tend to vary enormously on the basis
of the trading frequency of each stock.
This confidence level applies for daily and weekly
only. For the monthly VaR, the confidence level
is set at 95% and 90%, due to the fact that there
are not enough observations for a higher confidence level.
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Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per
million at 99%
Historial VaR per
million al 95%

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per
million at 99%
Historial VaR per
million al 95%

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per
million at 99%
Historial VaR per
million al 95%
-$39.217,69

-$46.022,35

-$106.416,58

-$110.867,14

-$121.550,10

-$245.703,27

-$181.733,10

-$155.734,78

1,7303%
16,887%
9,760

Bancolombia

1,013%
17,150%
16,630

Suramericana

2

-$158.552,07

-$154.898,03

Mensuales
1

0,2594%
6,417%
24,740

Bancolombia

-0,1350%
7,957%
-58,931

Suramericana

2

-$79.561,01

-$90.605,62

Semanales
1

0,0460%
2,606%
56,668

-0.0364%
3,435%
-94,327

2
Bancolombia

1

Suramericana

Diarios

4
Banco de
Bogotá
0,2247%
5,104%
22,713

-$30.550,56

-$70.230,78

4
Banco de
Bogotá
0,0419%
2,097%
50,055

5

0,1632%
5,707%
34,972

Bavaria

5

-$31.108,34

-$58,832,75

0,0231%
2,127%
92,018

Bavaria

4
Banco de
Bogotá
1,1386%
11,482%
10,085

-$73.036,47

-$19.497,33 -$108.076,12

-$113.350,79 -$154.101,37

-0,5564%
12,169%
-21,872

Banco Superior

3

-$495,05

-$64.755,98

$28.402,58

0,7605%
11,912%
15,664

Bavaria

5

-$79.470,69

-$27.962,52

-$72.212,93

-$141.723,91 -$133.330,57

-$196.197,28 -$169.002,97

7
Cementos del
Argos
Caribe S.A.
1,9807%
1,6653%
14,627%
13,106%
7,385
7,870

6

-$96.772,14

-$113.337,52

7
Cementos del
Argos
Caribe S.A.
0,3581%
0,3178%
6,048%
4,673%
16,891
14,705

6

-$37,390,78

-$76.179,87

-$72.423,99

7
Cementos del
Caribe S.A.
0,0653
0,0639%
2,389%
1,954%
36,579
30,590

6
Argos

-$171.595,40 -$157.713,13 -$164.227,78 -$168.083,51

-0,0828%
6,197%
-74,812

Banco Superior

3

$0,00

$0,00

-0,0209%
2,745%
-131,426

Banco Superior

3

Table 1
Summary of Results
8

-$151.045,77

-$191.055,56

2,3760%
24,701%
10,396

Fabricato

8

-$100.000,00

-$184.000,00

0,5411%
9,979%
18,440

Fabricato

8

-$28.339,82

-$99.784,72

0,0917%
3,923%
42,788

Fabricato
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16
17
Compañía
Cementos Paz del
Colombiana de
Río
Tejidos
0,0054%
0,1051%
2,862%
2,424%
527,467
23,056
-$90.040,02
-$85.462,05
$0,00
-$36.834,31

Diarios

Mensuales
16
17
Compañía
Cementos Paz del
Colombiana de
Río
Tejidos
Expected return
0,1400%
2,4778%
Standard Deviation
20,224%
12,568%
CV
144,485
5,072
Historical VaR per million at 99%
-$317.312,66
-$144.902,82
Historial VaR per million al 95%
-$137.318,89
-$121.030,18

Semanales
16
17
Compañía
Cementos Paz del
Colombiana de
Río
Tejidos
Expected return
0,0863%
0,4905%
Standard Deviation
7,350%
5,214%
CV
85,155
10,630
Historical VaR per million at 99%
-$197,630,20
-$151,663,01
Historial VaR per million al 95%
-$93.278,70
-$73.093,61

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

(Continuation Table 1)

Mineros de
Antioquia

Cartón de
Colombia
0,4868%
4,909%
10,084
-$181.681,68
-$58.829,68

Carulla
0,1356%
3,733%
27,520
-$107,460,94
-$46.720,39

Mineros de
Antioquia

Cartón de
Colombia
2,2957%
12,370%
5,388
-$170.738,64
-$99.637,51

Carulla
0,4939%
6,948%
14,607
-$101.663,11
-$63.516,60

3,1683%
13,358%
4,216
-$82.414,63
-$62.894,74

20

19

18

0,7853%
5,758%
7,332
-$100.000,00
-$35.605,40

20

19

0,1648%
2,578%
15,649
-$42.361,11
-$20.878,03

18

0,0920%
2,149%
23,351
-$86.267,24
$0,00

Mineros de
Antioquia

Cartón de
Colombia

Carulla
0,0289%
1,719%
59,435
-$61.226,96
-$14.956,13

20

19

18

21
Tableros y
maderas de
Caldas S.A.
-2,4129%
18,604%
-7,710
-$363.130,70
-$144.475,60

21
Tableros y
maderas de
Caldas S.A.
-0,6887%
7,007%
-10,174
-$270.550,88
-$100.000,00

21
Tableros y
maderas de
Caldas S.A.
-0,1552%
2,928%
-18,872
-$99.956,15
-$20.878,03
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Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

(Continuation Table 1)

22
Banco de Occidente
0,4030%
8,444%
20,955
-$133.564,77
-$74.409,74

Mensuales

22
Banco de Occidente
-0,0105%
3,427%
-327,791
-$159.600,78
-$46.216,07

Semanales

22
Banco de Occidente
-0,0013%
1,623%
-1270,511
-$61,387,28
-$10.690,67

Diarios

23
Promigas
0,3495%
3,880%
11,103
-$56.397,52
-$92.948,90

23
Promigas
0,0167%
2,068%
124,215
-$51.350,34
-$37.294,11

23
Promigas
0,0032%
0,914%
285,058
-$34.702,75
-$7.981,58

24
25
Valores Simesa S.A.
Cementos del Valle
7,3216%
1,7287%
27,037%
11,059%
3,693
6,397
-$136.205,90
-$129.238,24
-$108.461,45
-$98.449,64

24
25
Valores Simesa S.A.
Cementos del Valle
1,6958%
0,3188%
9,450%
4,786%
5,573
15,012
-$119.158,73
-$120.178,16
-$69.108,51
-$65.257,70

24
25
Valores Simesa S.A.
Cementos del Valle
0,3459%
0,0675%
3,236%
2,156%
9,354
31,943
-$63.109,01
-$82.861,06
-$8.418,83
-$26.648,64

26
Valores Bavaria
-2,1582%
19,089%
-8,845
-$336.790,50
-$223.743,61

26
Valores Bavaria
-0,5629%
9,564%
-16,991
-$245.657,18
-$144.761,32

26
Valores Bavaria
-0,1331%
3,982%
-29,911
-$106.267,54
-$68.663,02
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Source: Own Elaboration

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

Expected return
Standard Deviation
CV
Historical VaR per million at 99%
Historial VaR per million al 95%

(Continuation Table 1)

27
Grupo Aval
-0,0295%
1,735%
-58,886
-$72.773,88
-$12.400,81

27
Grupo Aval
-0,8138%
7,593%
-9,330
-$195.454,55
-$46.587,06

Mensuales

27
Grupo Aval
-0,1409%
3,728%
-26,452
-$158.331,92
-$46.724,38

Semanales

Diarios

28
Cementos Río Claro
0,9358%
5,311%
5,676
-$62.081,63
-$33.333,33

28
Cementos Río Claro
0,1792%
2,748%
15,332
-$87.303,79
-$11.447,98

28
Cementos Río Claro
0,0374%
1,204%
32,182
-$16.173,46
$0,00

29
Carbones del Caribe
1,7141%
19,768%
11,532
-$225.117,91
-$67.253,00

29
Carbones del Caribe
0,4437%
10,614%
23,922
-$292.264,32
-$253,89

29
Carbones del Caribe
0,1079%
5,894%
54,646
-$96.165,78
$0,00

30
Corfivalle
-1,9964%
13,538%
-6,781
-$247.993,50
-$98.181,82

30
Corfivalle
-0,4355%
6,587%
-15,124
-$319.784,95
-$11.694,50

30
Corfivalle
-0,0969%
2,963%
-30,571
-$60.341,00
$0,00
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2. Testing the hypothesis
As mentioned before, we ran a total of six
regressions, using CV as our independent
variable and historical VaR at different confidence levels as our dependent variable. In
order to test our hypothesis of linearity,14
in which a higher CV denotes a higher historical VaR, we have to reject our null hypothesis that there is no linear relationship
between the two variables using the

p-value.15 The p-value is straightforward;
if the p-value (which is set at α = 0.05
and α = 0.01 for 95% and 99% confidence intervals respectively) is higher than
our critical value for p, then there is a
linear relationship between the two variables.
Otherwise, we fail to reject our hypothesis
and accept the null hypothesis that there is
no linear relationship at all between the two
variables. The regression results are as
follows:16

2.1 Computed daily CV as the independent variable and daily historical VaR
at the 99% confidence level as the dependent variable (summary of results
df=2817 )
Correlation
0,138910269

Adusted R^2
-0,0157299078

Ho: There is no linear relationship between
the daily CV and the historical daily VaR
at the 99% confidence level.
H1: There is a linear relationship between
the daily CV and the historical daily VaR
at the 99% confidence level.

14

Due to the fact that the computed numbers can
present the problem of heteroscedasticity, the previous dataset is expressed in absolute terms, and
then logarithmically transformed for variance stabilizing purposes. Even with the logarithmic transformation, the residual plots (Appendix B) show
strong evidence of a non-linear relation between
the variables. In the case of negative CVs, we use
absolute values because of the symmetric characteristic of this measure (a negative CV denotes a
negative expected return or the possibility of making a short sell, but its relative risk is the same).

Test statistic
-0,7422401

p-value
0,46412333

P-Test: We fail to reject the null hypothesis
and have to accept that there is no evidence
that a linear relationship exists between the
daily CV and the historical daily VaR at the
99% confidence level.

15

16

17

When we calculate the p-value, we are calculating
the probability of obtaining a value of the test
statistic (which is recommended for small samples
as in this case) more extreme than the one we
actually have; since we have both positive and
negative values, our p-value is computed on a
two-tail basis.
A negative adjusted R^2 denotes that the X variable cannot explain the Y variable and also serves
as a test of multicollinearity.
Degrees of freedom.
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2.2 Computed daily CV as the independent variable and daily historical VaR
at the 95% confidence level as the dependent variable (summary of results
df=28)
Correlation
0,32602169

Adusted R^2
0,074371931

Ho: There is no linear relationship between
the daily CV and the historical daily VaR
at the 95% confidence level.
H1: There is a linear relationship between
the daily CV and the historical daily VaR
at the 95% confidence level.

Test statistic
-1,8248503

p-value
0,07871074

P-Test: We fail to reject the null hypothesis
and have to accept that there is no evidence
that a linear relationship exists between the
daily CV and the historical daily VaR at the
95% confidence level.

2.3 Computed weekly CV as the independent variable and weekly historical
VaR at the 99% confidence level as the dependent variable (summary of
results df=28)
Correlation
0,059923428

Adusted R^2
-0,031995225

Ho: There is no linear relationship between
the weekly CV and the historical weekly
VaR at the 99% confidence level.
H1: There is a linear relationship between
the daily CV and the historical weekly
VaR at the 99% confidence level.

Test statistic
0,31765581

p-value
0,75310291

P-Test: We fail to reject the null hypothesis
and have to accept that there is no evidence
that a linear relationship exists between the
weekly CV and the historical weekly VaR at
the 99% confidence level.

2.4 Computed weekly CV as the independent variable and weekly historical
VaR at the 95% confidence level as the dependent variable (summary of
results df=28)
Correlation
0,033771

Adusted R^2
-0,034533074

Ho: There is no linear relationship between
the weekly CV and the historical weekly
VaR at the 95% confidence level.
H1: There is a linear relationship between
the daily CV and the historical weekly
VaR at the 95% confidence level.
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Test statistic
0,17880132

p-value
0,8593812

P-Test: We fail to reject the null hypothesis
and have to accept that there is no evidence
that a linear relationship exists between the
weekly CV and the historical weekly VaR at
the 95% confidence level.
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2.5 Computed monthly CV as the independent variable and monthly
historical VaR at the 95% confidence level as the dependent variable
(summary of results df=28)
Correlation
0,14508104

Adusted R^2
-0,013914044

Ho: There is no linear relationship between
the monthly CV and the historical
monthly VaR at the 95% confidence
level.
H1: There is a linear relationship between
the monthly CV and the historical
monthly VaR at the 95% confidence
level.

Test statistic
0,77590599

p-value
0,44430925

P-Test: We fail to reject the null hypothesis
and have to accept that there is no evidence
that a linear relationship exists between the
monthly CV and the historical monthly VaR
at the 95% confidence level.

2.6 Computed monthly CV as the independent variable and monthly
historical VaR at the 90% confidence level as the dependent variable
(summary of results df=28)
Correlation
0,16827483

Adusted R^2
-0,006386565

Ho: There is no linear relationship between
the monthly CV and the historical
monthly VaR at the 90% confidence
level.
H1: There is a linear relationship between the
monthly CV and the historical monthly
VaR at the 90% confidence level.
P-Test: We fail to reject the null hypothesis
and have to accept that there is no evidence
that a linear relationship exists between the
weekly CV and the historical monthly VaR
at the 90% confidence level.
We fail to reject six out of six of our null
hypotheses, and we have to accept that there
is no evidence that there is a linear relation-

Test statistic
0,90330779

p-value
0,37406867

ship between the CV and the historical VaR
for different holding periods and high confidence levels.

3. Concluding Remarks
By assuming that the coefficient of variation
is a reasonably accepted methodology for
measuring relative risk, both in practice and
in theory, we fail to provide conclusive evidence that by CV standards, the historical
VaR holds, on average, as a reliable methodology for measuring risk at high confidence
levels in the Colombian stock market. Although we fail to reject the null hypothesis in
all the cases, this fact can be explained by
the fact that there are not enough historical
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monthly observations to make our result statistically sound,18 which can also distort the
results obtained at certain confidence levels.19
This opens another line of inquiry; that is,
whether, the Colombian Stock Market behaves in a parametric or a non-parametric
way, which could also put into question the
effectiveness of the CV as a relative risk
measure, a significant question that is a matter for further research that could lead to a
whole different set of conclusions. For the
time being, we cannot prove in a conclusive
manner that historical VaR is indeed a reliable
risk measure in a thinly traded environment
such as the Colombian Stock Market.
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At least 60 historical observations are recommended to make it statistically significant.
This is reinforced by the fact that there are not
enough observations to calculate the historical
VaR at the 99% confidence level for certain stocks
(see Table 1).
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Appendix A
Standard deviation is defined as:
n
2
∑ ( R hist. − R p. )
T
=
1
σ=
n −1
Donde: R hist. = Historical observations expressed in returns terms.
R p. = Historical expected return
n = Number of observations.

Expected return is defined as:

N
∑ Rh
R p = t =1
n

R p = Expected Return
Rh = Historical Return
n = number of observations
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Appendix B-Summary of Residual Plots
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Variable X 1 Residual Plot Weekly Var 99%
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Variable X 1 Residual Plot Monthly VaR 95%
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